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Capabilities & Core Competencies
Guardian Environmental Technologies delivers
efficient and cost-effective oil and chemical spill
response products to customers worldwide. Our
buying power and low overhead allows us to give the
most competitive pricing and our years of experience
in industrial supply make us keenly aware of the
integral nature of supply-chain operations and
objectives.
Our unique proprietary non-leaching, low volumetric
solidifying polymers are used worldwide for both oil
and hazardous reactive chemical spill response. Our
proprietary products are packaged in standard sizes.
We pride ourselves on our ability to customize our
propriety products to meet those needs. Low
overhead and efficient facilities permits us to be
extremely price competitive on both standard sized
and customized products.
As a manufacturer we have production facilities
located in Connecticut, Ohio and Texas we offer a
wide variety of environmental products including
sorbents, containment, hazardous chemical solidifying
absorbents in addition to bulk solidification products.
These products generally fall under the Federal
Supply Code of 4235.
As a reseller and distributor, we supply a variety of
U.S. manufactured oil, hazmat and universal
absorbent and containment products to industry and
government entities.

Example Product Classifications
FSC Codes: 4235
NAICS 325998, 325612
SIC: 4959, 2899, 2842, 2297
SIN: 375-99, 375-351, 375-352, 375-353, 375-355
Others

Niche
Guardian Environmental Technologies markets its
products to various targeted industries that
manufacture or use in their production process
hazardous hydrocarbon based chemicals, including
reactive chemicals. The company also markets to
industries that use or produce petroleum-based
products. Our products are primarily used for
emergency spill response, clean up of spills and
solidification of industrial sludges. The products are
also very useful in certain phases of production
maintenance.
Value Proposition: chemical & oil spills
Cost savings are achieved through superior quality
products resulting in efficiency, reduced man-hours
and expanded disposal options.
Example Past Performance
Momentive Technologies, Tronox, Honeywell
International, MEMC, GE Transportation, TIWEST
Joint Venture, MEMC Electronics, Degussa, WL Gore,
BASF Corporation, Cristal Metals, Dupont
US Government: DoD, National Park Service,
Management Team
President: William Litwin
Vice President: Patricia Garland
European Sales Manager: James Urquhart
Technical Expertise
Our expertise comes from over 20 years of
developmental and field experience. The company
holds a patent relating to polymeric absorption
applications. Our capabilities enable us to evaluate a
need and recommend a solution.

